
Our company is looking for a portfolio strategy. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for portfolio strategy

Supports the International Business Team (IBT) in market research, data
mining, leveraging internal resources, and researching publications to arrive
at fact-based recommendations
Provide rationale for recommendations based on analysis of market book
data, business plans, and competitive environments
Develop intelligence on competitive workflows and establish unique selling
propositions for current and future offerings based on understanding of the
market
Works with International Product Managers (IPMs) to develop project plan
which includes timelines, milestones, and implementation strategy and tactics
Works with IPM to ensure the relevance of his/her project strategy and the
achievement of overall objectives
Keeps fully informed of and communicates all project developments
Supports the IBT by identifying additional potential needs and requests from
key stakeholders
Support Global I&R TA Head to develop and implement an integrated
strategy by coordinating and implementing appropriate strategic team
meetings with stakeholders
Independently identify major issues, operational bottlenecks and plan
deviations related to portfolio and external collaboration progress and
deliverables
Regularly prepare portfolio-focused content and communication packages
related to strategy, portfolio and performance objectives, for presentation at
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Qualifications for portfolio strategy

Excellent people management skills, including attracting and retaining top-
tier talent in the industry
Bachelor's or Master's degree in business/finance/or science related
discipline
Knowledge of processes, tools, and techniques used to determine the degree
of credit risk in a given transaction or customer relationship
Knowledge of pricing tools, techniques and methods
8+ years of business experience including strategy, marketing, consulting, or
business development experience
Ability to evaluate customer needs, service trends, market segmentation as a
method to create overarching Broadband Strategies and plans


